Description of rapid and slow ejection phases in the cardiac cycle.
Aims
Description of rapid and slow ejection phases in the cardiac cycle.
Materials and methods
The theory of cardiac cycle phase analysis and mathematical equations of hemodynamics were used in the paper. The equations were employed to verify the balance of the phase-related diastolic and systolic blood volumes reliant on phase durations, and the identification of boundaries of the cardiac cycle phases on the ECG. Further, synchronous ECG & RHEO recording was used. Aortic blood filling was studied in the stated phases.
Results
The location of boundaries of rapid and slow ejection phases is traced. The boundaries did not have a precise definition before. Thus, a new symbol, the L point, on the ECG has been introduced to identify the boundaries of phases S -L, L -j.
Conclusion
Previously the location of point j on the ECG was impossible to identify. It was considered as a hypothermic wave on the ECG that could not always be traced. Point j was defined as the j (Osborn) wave. Thereby the location of boundaries of rapid and slow ejection phases, where volumetric parameters were equal to the stroke volume, was not accurately identified. The research enabled detecting the ECG recording criteria of the rapid and slow ejection phases. [1, 2] . Despite the long period of practical application of the present analysis, no unique criteria for beginning and end of the intervals and waves existed. Numerous contradictions contributed to understanding of the ECG systolic cardiac cycle structure. This is true for the S-T segment which structure is poorly known. The reason is its research complexity. Ambiguous and irregular variations of the S-T segment form have not enabled its accurate analysis yet.
To study the S-T segment the high resolution electrocardiography was recommended [3] .
However, the aims have not been achieved and the S-T segment is regarded as Terra incognita by the researchers.
The controversial aspect is the j point location on the ECG. The uncertainty of its recording criteria led to refer to it as wave j following the QRS complex on the ECG curve [4, 5] . A number of researches consider wave j to appear close to wave T [6] . Hypothermia is considered to be a clinical cause for its appearing [7] .
Since the S-T segment takes a half of the systole in the cardiac cycle, it becomes apparent that there is much to be studied in electrocardiography. Dissenting opinions confirm the existence of invisible zones on the ECG curves [8] .
Studies on cardiac cycle phase analysis [9] appeared in the early 2000s. The research results on the noted problem became the subject for two theses [10, 11] . To find out the truth of biological processes appropriate for the ECG systolic segment, the author of the present paper had to introduce new electrocardiological notions determining clear boundaries of the phase structure of the systolic part of the cardiac cycle.
Materials and methods
The theory of cardiac cycle phase analysis [9] was applied in this paper. The goal of the research was to identify the recording criteria of the cardiac cycle phases in the S-T segment on the ECG. Since there had been no boundary criteria of the cardiac cycle phases described in the literature, hemodynamics equations by G.Poyedintsev -O.Voronova [9] were applied in the paper. The present equations are based on the phase blood volume calculations by the indirect method. The cardiac cycle phase durations serve as volume characteristics for calculation functions. The S-T segment phase structure includes several phases: the load phase, rapid and slow ejection phases. Considering the fact that boundary recording criteria of these phases were not determined, the comparison principle of the known and unknown was early atrial diastole and systole in the theory of electrocardiography are absolutely true. The equation is based on the law of conservation of energy, i.e., the amount of blood entering the heart is the same as the amount of blood ejected from the heart. Thus, setting up the equation of blood volumes of systolic and diastolic phases it is possible to find the causes for equation discrepancies and avoid them.
The equation is as follows:
where:
PV1 is the volume of blood entering the ventricle in the early diastole (ml);
PV2 is the volume of blood entering the left ventricle in the atrial systole (ml);
PV3 is the volume of blood ejected by the ventricle during the rapid ejection phase (ml);
PV4 is the volume of blood ejected by the ventricle during the slow ejection phase (ml).
The first stage was to verify the recording criterion of point S, i.e., the load phase beginning. The recorded ECGs showed the S point was at the deflection point of the right part of the S wave. It conformed to the logic of biophysical processes creating the ECG form [9] .
The first order derivative helped to identify it with 100% of the actual ECGs.
As a result the equality of diastolic and systolic blood volumes was obtained. It pointed out the validity of the S point identification criteria.
Further it was necessary to obtain individual components of systolic blood volume, namely PV3+PV4. The criterion of identification for boundaries of rapid and slow ejection phases should be identified. The load phase of the S-T segment was to be considered as well.
Within this phase the aortic valve is closed with no blood entering the aorta.
Thus, the second stage was to establish the identification criterion of the time of the beginning of the aortic valve opening procedure. It was more complicated. The synchronous ECG & RHEO recording was used (Fig. 1) . Figure 1 shows the small ECG wave corresponding to the beginning of the RHEO curve elevation. The studies revealed it in every ECG recording. Scientific research was not capable both identifying its boundaries and its significance, so it was important to introduce a new notion for this wave. It was marked with L which is the beginning of the rapid ejection phase.
Figure 1. The synchronous ECG & RHEO recording. The beginning of the aortic valve opening procedure corresponds to the beginning of rapid ejection phase. To denote this moment on the ECG, a new symbol, the L point, was introduced.
The next stage was to specify the identification criterion of the rapid ejection phase end being at the same time the beginning of the slow ejection phase. Actually, the location of the j point was to be specified. The synchronous ECG & RHEO recording was used as well (Fig.2) . Further research completely confirmed that the use of S-L and L-j phase identification criteria proved to be true, and the equation mentioned above holds in 100% of cases.
Figure 2. The synchronous ECG & RHEO recording. The j point corresponds to deflection point of the RHEO curve elevation segment and is identified with the maximum of the first order RHEO derivative. It represents the end of the small ECG wave before the Т wave.

Results
The main result is the identification of registration criteria of the boundaries of the rapid and slow ejection phases in cardiac cycle phase structure.
The second significant result is practical use of the mathematical model of hemodynamics that enables calculating the phase blood volumes. The third result is the acquired possibility to measure the rapid and slow ejection phases in clinical trials.
Discussion and conclusions
The paper describes classical scientific approaches to research. Statistical approaches applied in medicine did not allow the researchers to avoid a concept crisis on significant cardiac cycle phases. It resulted in possibility of applying a single-channel ECG lead. This channel records a signal in the aorta where the function of the whole cardiovascular system is reflected [9] . It was essential to compare the ECG & RHEO aortic phase relations.
Earlier the ECG & RHEO recording was employed. But there was a multi-lead system ECG and chest rheography to cover blood filling of the chest organs.
Not knowing the location of the S wave as one of the key points, the RHEO was synchronized by fixing its minimum with respect to isoelectric baseline.
In the present paper the RHEO baseline was fixed in the point of the S wave [9] . The exact S point location enabled analyzing the mechanism of the regulation of the diastolic arterial pressure by the RHEO [9] . It was measured by the availability or deficit of blood filling with the RHEO curve up to point S, as Figure 3 shows. We are pioneers in solving this problem. Figure 3 demonstrates the RHEO curve elevation to the S point. When comparing with Figures 1 and 2 , the blood penetration through the closed aortic valve is observed. If the RHEO was fixed on the isoelectric baseline by the RHEO minimum, it would be hard to define this elevation being a criterion of significant changes in the aortic valve functioning.
New solutions are opened up in the evaluation of the rapid and slow ejection phases. Figure   4 shows no elevation of the RHEO in the L-j phase. This entails significant clinical effects, namely, the impossibility of formation of the blood flow structure showing the elevated fluidity properties [9] . This can result in the large vessel thrombosis. The definition of the Osborn wave can be treated from a new viewpoint. Figure 5 shows the ECG recording indicating the Osborn wave. However, the "wave" and "point" are to be separated. Point j reflects the rapid ejection phase end marked with a vertical stripe in Fig. 5 .
It is a middle portion of elevation of the RHEO curve. The Osborn wave is to the left of the phase. The cardiac cycle phase analysis based on the mathematical models of hemodynamics by G.Poyedintsev -O.Voronova exposed Terra incognita in ECG hiding the structure of three systolic cardiac cycle phases, namely, the load, rapid and slow ejection phases. Indisputably, the research results will contribute to the electrocardiographic notions [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] .
Awakening of the phase formation will enable experts to hold the key to the yet unknown functioning mechanisms of the cardiovascular system that remains enigma. If only there had been no Terra incognita in ECG, an artificial heart would have been created. But its creation is still ahead.
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